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Jayden O has been working on
understanding the Analouge Clock

David has been experimenting with different
styles and shading, inspired by Bruegel.

Curie have been learning the plot of Blood
Brothers off by heart.
Well done to Millie, Caiden, Will and Jacob who can now tell you
what happens in Blood Brothers from start to �nish.
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Caiden worked hard on his poster for
ASDAN Belief and Values

Taylor made a brilliant effort with this - his
writing has improved loads. Well done for all
the hard work Taylor.

I love the writing on Will’s poster

Millie’s brilliant poster

Curie have been learning about global
warming and ways we can prevent it
Cole made a great poster about renewable energy.

Jacob was very knowledgable about
sustainable energy sources!
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Banksy class starting their blogging journey
and smashing it! Another completely
unprompted, unsupported, independent
write! So proud Sam!

Could not be prouder of you Ethan for this!
Banksy class getting started with their first
blogs! A completely unprompted,
independent write!
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Daley
Pupils in Daley have worked extremely well on preparing for
their SATs in Maths. Well done all Harvey, Josh, Rosie, Harley and
Ethan.

Fantastic work from Bobby.G in science this
week.

Joe worked extremely hard researching the
animals of Japan in geography this week.

Great effort from Braden with his maths
work this week.
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Well done to LJ in Daley for taking care with
his handwriting in Science! He produced an
excellent piece of work about our solar
system.

CV Writing
Well done to Dylan and Leon in Storey who have been writing
and updating their CVs this week.

GCSE Computer Science
In Anderson we have been working on an assessment piece,
programming an automated ticket machine for a theme park.
Jack has been working extremely hard to code, test and debug
his programme. Well done Jack.
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Singing Lessons
Naiomi and Katelyn enjoying singing lessons with Anna from
Wirral Music Factory

Stunning art work from Lilly in Watson this
week looking at tinting and shading.
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Daley
Pupils in Daley have been exploring 3D shapes and their features
in our maths lessons this week. Well done on a wonderful lesson
to Harley, Rosie, Ethan, LJ and Rosie.

Anderson-Cooking
Anderson made chicken fajitas this week. Well done Libby, Drew,
Shaye and Louis for some tasty looking food.

Daley
Pupils in Daley were safe, ready and respectful during our visit
to the bike workshop. A particularly great effort from Ethan, LJ,
Harley and Josh.

Storey-English
Storey have been participating in formal discussions to prepare
for their speaking and listening exams this week. Well done to
Dylan and Cam Menzies for your intelligent and insightful
responses.

Anderson-PSHE
Anderson have been researching options for couples who cannot
get pregnant naturally. Great work from Drew, Shaye, Louis and
Jack.

Great cooking from Castner this week. Kenzie, Max, Arran, Leo
and Jake all worked really hard. Max even boxed up some of his
food to give out to staff and other students!

PE
Sam completed some great research �nding opportunities to
volunteer at different sports in the area.
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Shaye working away on his coding! He was really helpful during
the lessons and helped everyone work out how to code their
robots.

Anderson made a great start on their robotics STEM project.
They all built and started coding their robots this week. Well
done Jack, Drew, Shaye, Libby and Louis!

Art
Daley have been creating animals out of clay in Art this week.
Excellent work from Rosie, Ethan, LJ, Harvey, Alissa and Harley.
Well done guys!
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Cooking
Flipping great from Callum
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Parks - PSHE
This week we looked at the roles and responsibilities within a
family. Good work from Seb, Logan and Lewis.
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Parks - Art
Promising start to their piece on 2 point perspective by Adam
and Fin.

Parks - English
We have started reading the dystopian novel ‘The Giver’ by
Lois Lowry. Fin, James and Paige all produced excellent work
on the �rst chapter.

Sonnie has produced this fantastic piece of
work for Mr Blaylock this week.
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Congratulations Katelyn
Just for today.....I will let go of anger
Just for today....I will let go of worry
Just for today...I will give thanks for my many blessings
Just for today......I will be kind to my neighbour and every living
thing

Tommy, Shay and Sam interviewed Pat as
part of their foodwise ASDAN �

Good luck to the robotics team who are
going to RAF Shropshire to take part in a
tournament on Tuesday

Year 11 pupils investigated Ohm’s Law in
science
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Big thank you to Adam for his help in preparing the ingredients.

On Monday Parks made some lovely Chana Masala in Food
technology.
Star chef's go to James and Finely, and a special mention to Seb
for his help cleaning up.
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